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In recent years, derivatives of the 1,4 dihydrobenzo[e][1,2,4]triazin-4-yl radical (e.g. the Blatter1 radical a) are gaining
much interest due to their properties, such as exceptional stability, spin -delocalization, narrow electrochemical window
and low excitation energies. For these reasons, a rapidly increasing attention is given to these radicals as structural elements
of advanced materials.b Their design requires, however, a good understanding of the electronic structure of these electro-,
photo- and magnetically active molecular components.
Recent advances in the chemistry of the 1,4-dihydrobenzo[e][1,2,4]triazin-4-yl demonstrated access to the parent
“planarized” Blatter radical, in which more effective spin delocalization onto the Ph ring at the N(1) position is observed.c
In order to better understand the impact of electronic delocalization on properties of the radicals, a series of derivatives has
been prepared and investigated by computational and spectroscopy methods.
Herein we present determination of the electronic structure of a series of substituted planar radical using UV photo-
electron spectroscopy (UV-PES), EPR, and UV-vis spectroscopy.
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